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ABSTRACT

AUTHOR: LTC(P) Kristi G. Ellefson

TITLE: Advancing Army Women as Strategic Leaders—Understanding the Obstacles

FORMAT: Strategy Research Project


This paper examined through research, whether any evidence exists which indicates that, army women are confronted with inherent obstacles as they try to advance through the ranks to senior level positions. And, it explored that if in fact those obstacles do exist, does the culture of the army aid in fostering them. This study was conducted in an attempt to assist in determining the possible causes of women choosing not to remain in the service long enough to reach the senior grade levels. Are there just too many obstacles for women to face that in the end, it is just not worth any further effort?
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper was to determine if research evidence exists, that indicates whether women are confronted with inherent obstacles as they try to advance through the army structure to senior level positions. And to explore that if in fact those obstacles do exist, does the culture of the army aid in fostering them. This study was done in an attempt to assist in determining the possible causes for women choosing not to remain in the service long enough to reach the senior grades.

BACKGROUND

In the 1970's the Defense Department began to seriously recruit women for active duty, not so much out of a desire to androgynize the military, but rather to save the All-Volunteer Force.¹ The women's presence lay more in the shortage of men available, and women were seen as a temporary fix to a difficult situation. That situation still exists today. The Army requires women to meet its quota, to fulfill its mission. Yet even still, there is a resistance to females in the service. As women progress through the ranks, their numbers significantly decrease at the higher-grade levels.

A briefing presented in October 1997 by the Army Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel (DCSPER) showed that the total percentage of commissioned female officers serving in 1997 is 14.3. Of that
total, 10.7 percent are in the grade of 0-5, 6.5 percent in the grade of 0-6 and only 2.7 percent reached grade of 0-7 and above.² Concern is expressed by the senior Army leadership as to how to account for such an occurrence. What exactly is its cause? Are there just too many obstacles for women to face while trying to achieve senior rank?

This paper is an attempt to determine if there are specific reasons that possibly could affect the decision of army female officers in choosing early discontinuance of their careers. In conducting the research I found that the preponderance of studies available concerned civilian management structures. However, for the most part, their results can be extrapolated to fit the military experience. To understand the climate within which women operate, one must first have a basic knowledge of what is culture and then specifically, what is the Army’s culture.

CULTURE

According to Webster’s Dictionary culture is defined as “the skills, arts, etc. of a given people in a given period”³. Schein in his work on Organizational Culture and Leadership, further defines culture as:

A pattern of basic assumptions—invented, discovered, or developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal integration—that has worked well enough to be considered valid and therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.⁴
Schein further notes that "organizational cultures are highly 'visible' and 'feelable'" and one of the most important areas of culture is the shared consensus on who is in and who is out and by what criteria one determines membership." This is a significant point to note when one looks at the culture and character of the Army.

THE ARMY CULTURE

The Army sees itself, ultimately, as the essential artisans of war, still divided into their traditional combat arms—the infantry, artillery, and cavalry (armor)—but forged by history and the nature of war into a mutually supportive brotherhood of guilds.

The army by its very essential design is male dominated and strength is a prized and rewarded attribute. It is addressed in literature as a "brotherhood" and numerous novels have been written on that prevalent aspect. The assumptions of masculinity are deeply imbedded in the organizational processes and structures, so much so that they are nearly invisible. The services are not alone in the preponderance of males present in the hierarchical dominance of the military institutions. Corporate America also maintains an overwhelming majority of males in positions of influence within its civilian establishments.

Male dominance in practice has been maintained and developed through a system of ideas, reflecting asymmetrical cultural evaluations of male and female...an association of female with 'domestic' and male with...
'public' sphere of responsibility. In modern society the 'public' domain is very much an organizational domain.8

As a result, masculine behaviors and values are considered the norm and feminine ones the deviant."9 Thus, as in most large corporations the dominant group sets the terms of the culture and the characteristics of the institution. This action of the majority, whether knowingly or not, determines the environment in which all others in the group must operate. "The cultural association of masculinity and authority is reproduced through the decisions made by managers and supervisors who are concerned...not to disturb this 'natural' relationship."10 "The collective forces at work in the military culture demand women's marginalization. Accepting women as military peers is antithetical to the hypermasculine identity traditionally promoted by the institution and sought by many military men."11 This then is the environment, where males dominate, which women must understand as they make career decisions.

DOMINANTS

In studies conducted by Kanter on gender and its effect in the workplace, it was found that groups considered "skewed" have a majority to minority ratio ranging from 85:15 to 100:0. That effect typifies the male to female ratio of army officers.

"Members of sex in abundance in skewed groups are called 'dominants,' because they are seen to control the group and its culture, and members of the other sex are called 'tokens,' because they are more often
treated as representatives of their sex than as individuals.”

As a part of societal “norms” the workplace has traditionally been associated with males, “so that when a women enters they must be identified.” Today this accounts for such an appellate as “female officer” as opposed to just “officer” or “female battalion commander” as opposed to “battalion commander”.

**TOKENS**

Tokens do not merely differ from other group members along some particular dimension. They are categorized on the basis of an easily recognizable characteristic, such as sex, race, ethnic group, or age, characteristics that carry a set of assumptions about the token’s traits and expected behavior.

The particular status of token results in a number of internally created pressures that exist solely related to singularity. The situation is exacerbated relative to the smaller percentage of tokens in the skewed ratio. As such, the performance of tokens is detrimentally effected due to the special treatment they receive because of their status.

“First, because they are highly visible, tokens face additional performance pressure. Second, the differences between tokens and dominants tends to be exaggerated. Third, the characteristics of tokens are often distorted or misperceived because of the dominants’ tendency to stereotype them.”

The behavior of one ‘token’ is perceived as representing all the tokens in the organization. “They (females) have difficulty gaining the trust of their male co-workers, and are excluded from informal networks.” This therefore sets the stage in which
most men and women in the army operate. Due to the nature of the environment, research reveals that there are inherent obstacles with which tokens are presented.

OBSTACLES

SOCIETAL VIEW OF TOKENS IN A 'MALE' OCCUPATION

The sheer paucity of women in the army at senior grades means those officers invariably fall into the category of "tokens". Tokens have little difficulty in having their presence noticed but they do have problems having their competency recognized.¹⁷ "There is a great deal of research evidence...that female executives experience greater obstacles than their male counterparts...such as being excluded from information networks and not being recognized for their achievements."¹⁸ It appears from the research that this occurs only for women in predominantly male occupations.¹⁹

The concern of diversity in the army today may in and of itself cause an obstacle for women. "The organization...may attempt to show its enlightenment by displaying token women in ways that deny their individuality. At such occasions, women are singled out for the fact that they are female rather than for their particular accomplishments."²⁰ This type of action may be seen as an advantage by some, however it usually exacerbates an already strained situation, as dominants are not pleased with the attention the tokens receive.
The situation for women in the military may be negatively affected due to the very nature of the occupation they have chosen.

Society has traditionally viewed women as out of place both in organizations responsible for the implementation of force and in applying lethal force as individuals. The use of lethal force is so strongly associated with our ideas of masculinity that the ability to use it is one of the defining traits of manhood.\(^21\)

Societal view along with internal constraints from the organization may lead to increased pressure both in social and professional performance.

Token women react to such performance pressure in several different ways. They may try to overachieve relative to their peers... Trying to capitalize on their rarity as tokens and turning it to their advantage is also unlikely to succeed because it risks the displeasure of dominants. Finally, token women may seek to be 'socially invisible' by avoiding events at which their token status would provide visibility and making little attempt to have their accomplishments known.\(^22\)

No matter what their personal style of behavior, token women may act in ways that are contrary to feminine gender stereotype to avoid acting in limited preset roles with which the dominants are comfortable. When dominants are faced with a decision as to how to react to 'non-normal' situation, they often resort to the comfort level that stereotyping affords.

In research conducted by Kanter, she concluded that "the smaller the minority women find themselves to be in an organization, the greater their chances of being isolated and evaluated on the basis of sex role stereotypes."\(^23\)
STEREOTYPING

A stereotype is the set of traits or characteristics that are attributed to all individuals who occupy a particular role. A stereotype exists when a broad cross section of the population agrees that certain traits or behaviors are commonly associated with a particular role. A role is the expected and actual behaviors or characteristics that are associated with a particular social ‘status’ in our society.

The impact of sex-role stereotyping is significant in how masculine and feminine sex roles are viewed by society.

"The number of desirable traits associated with masculinity is more than double the number of desirable traits considered feminine. Second, the feminine traits considered desirable are not ones that would be considered important or valuable in most professions or occupations. Thus men are seen as being aggressive, independent, unemotional, objective, dominant, active, competitive, logical, worldly, skilled in business, adventurous, self-confident, and ambitious- all traits that are related to the concept of competence. Women, on the other hand, stereotypically are seen as being exactly the opposite of men on all of these dimensions. Desirable traits for women are being talkative, gentle, tactful, religious, quiet, empathetic, aesthetic, and expressive-traits associated with passivity."

Thus extrapolating, if a woman acts in the same professional behavior, that is positive for a man, stereotypically she is perceived as behaving in a deviant manner. However if she is to operate in a dominants’ environment, "the solution is to train women to be more like men, confirming once again the ‘male is normal’ hypothesis." Which ultimately results in a conflicting solution.

One consequence of sex stereotypes is that women are less likely to be chosen for traditionally male positions, such as those in senior management. This
occurs because the perceived lack of fit between the job requirements and the stereotypic attributes ascribed to women leads to expectations that they will fail.\textsuperscript{27}

These gender stereotypes can have a significant impact on how members are regarded in a work setting. "Contrary to predictions based on sexual managerial stereotypes women managers do not necessarily adopt a people-oriented style and men a task-oriented style. Most research found no sex differences...whatever differences appear seem to be a function of situational variables other than sex."\textsuperscript{28} The managerial stereotype however persists regardless of the fact that "stereotypes tend to become less important as experience increases."\textsuperscript{29} The heavy bias of gender stereotyping translates further into the area of leadership and what constitutes a leader.

LEADERSHIP BIAS

"Our cultural preference for masculine can be seen most clearly in our definitions of leadership and preference for certain types of leaders...men are more likely to be leaders in our public and private organizations than are women."\textsuperscript{30} Our perception of what makes a good leader appear to be a gender preference in society toward masculinity.

In a study of men and women at all levels of a corporation, conducted by Ellen Fagenson, she discovered that "(1) perceived masculinity is related to position (the higher the position, the higher the perception of masculinity), (2) there was no relationship between sex and masculinity, yet there was a relationship between sex and femininity, (3)
masculinity is positively related to the perception of power, (4) men and women at upper levels see themselves as similarly masculine, and (5) position is related to sex-role identity.\textsuperscript{31}

In further research conducted by Powell concerning perceptions of effective management he discovered that, "...management traits that can be classified as traditionally feminine or androgynous (e.g., caring, connected, supportive) were seen as detracting from perceptions of managerial effectiveness."\textsuperscript{32}

The results of numerous studies to date have led me to hypothesize that masculinity is, and continues to be the first level of evaluation at the executive level of management.... As a culture, we may be loath to admit that the first thing a leader must be is masculine. However, this may well be the case. In addition, a leader may not be able to show feminine characteristics until after they have proved their masculinity. Unfortunately for women, proving one's masculinity is not as easy as it is for men. Because of the deep cultural foundations of sex or gender roles, men prove their masculinity almost by default.... Likewise, women prove their femininity almost by default. Women who want to be organizational leaders may be handicapped from the beginning by the expectation that they prove their masculinity. In addition, women may be faulted more for their femininity than are men."\textsuperscript{33}

Therefore, while women are increasing in numbers in leadership positions, "many are required to 'act like a man' in-order to succeed."\textsuperscript{34} This may in itself lead to personal conflict and tension between a women's gender role socialization and the requirement and demands of a particular position. Stress levels may elevate as some women deem it necessary to behave one way at work and are required to behave differently at home.

Another aspect of the research finds that:
Followers need additional reassurance from female leaders, forcing them continually to demonstrate and reassure followers of their competence. This is not the case with male leaders, who may even demonstrate incompetence without having their overall leadership called into questions. The situational terrain, then, differs by gender interpretation.\textsuperscript{35}

This action results in another obstacle— that of a possible perceived lack of abilities and competencies on the part of tokens, which could affect their performance or career potential.

**PERCEIVED ABILITIES & COMPETENCY**

While the skills of the dominant worker are normally cited as the reason for the accomplishment of their work, tokens may not be viewed in the same manner. They are often faced with the burden of stereotyping in determining the reasons for their success or failure in endeavors.

"Sex stereotyping has been shown to affect the evaluation of people’s performance on tasks and the attribution of causes of good and poor performance."\textsuperscript{36} In various experimental studies it has been shown that “good female performance is perceived as due to effort, and good male performance as due to ability."\textsuperscript{37} This one particular perception has a potentially significant impact on tokens’ performance evaluation and future career possibilities.

If, for instance, successful performance is attributed to ability, then one would suppose that the level of performance might be repeated for some time to come...If, on the other hand, the performance is due to effort, then this could be regarded as a temporary or situationally determined event, leading to no firm conclusion about future performance.\textsuperscript{38}
In other research participants concluded that "...men's failure is attributed to (bad) luck, women's to (low) ability." Thus "women's achievements tend to be devalued or attributed to luck or effort rather than ability or skill..." The corollary to this concept is that positions which women fill must not require much ability and "if jobs can be filled by women, they will come to be perceived as less difficult." Hence, there is some reluctance to having women fill some very traditionally male dominated positions. This may account for the anxiety in the military concerning back to back assignments of women in key leadership positions. The fear being that the position itself will come to be regarded as "pink" and thus one to be avoided, or a general feeling in the unit by the dominants that it must not be a challenging place to work. Ultimately, the position will be devalued by the institution and thus also the performance of the person filling the slot.

In a study of women managers of Fortune 500 companies, the conclusion reached was "that women are under enormous pressure to do outstanding work continuously and must consistently demonstrate competency on the job. ...Female managers have to work harder to gain credibility." But all that effort may simply be regarded as a necessity due to an innate lack of ability. In studies of law firms where the number of senior women partners was so few in very high power positions, even "the junior women seemed to question how the women partners got where they were and
whether their authority was legitimate." 43 While gender stereotyping appears to affect views of token capabilities it also appears to exacerbate a process called boundary heightening.

BOUNDARY HEIGHTENING

In Kanter’s work with groups she found a very interesting phenomenon occurring among skewed groups call “boundary heightening”. “By their very presence, tokens make dominants more aware of what they have in common, while at the same time posing a threat to that commonality." 44 “...The dominant group tends to heighten its cultural boundaries through exaggerating the token women’s differences from them and excluding the women from informal interactions where critical information is exchanged.” 45 In this context there is an attempt by the male dominants to accentuate what they can do personally (i.e. physical strength) as opposed to what women can do. As in the example of a male cadet at West Point stating “Man to man, woman to man, let’s see how many push-ups you can do and let that determine our promotion.” 46 Or the dominants that establish some normative rule such as swearing and then challenging the tokens to confront or accept the status quo. 47 The dominants may go out of their way to engage in an activity where they know tokens will be excluded and emphasize the fact to others.

Men leave token women with few choices for responding to heightening activities. They may accept isolation, opting for friendly but distant relations with the male members except at times when they are excluded. Or
they may try to become insiders by defining themselves as exceptional members of their sex and turning against other women who attempt to join the group.48

This behavior was evidenced at West Point. "So valued was the male stamp of approval that the token female cadets embraced their sometimes puzzling status as a third sex.... We (female cadets) end up disparaging our own sex."49

If women however fight boundary heightening "they risk being classified as 'iron maidens' and face rejection by the group."50 It becomes a no-win situation.

As the status quo begins to shift those who support the way things used to be, begin to increase in resistance. Michael Kimmel, a sociologist at the State University of New York, wrote recently that:

Such a shift in the workplace has helped to change some old prejudices, but it has also produced a new tension between the sexes, as some men complain that women are competing for 'their' jobs. Sexual harassment has become a way for men to remind women that they are after all, 'just' women, who happen to be in the workplace but don't really belong there.51

The area of boundary heightening may be one causal effect of another obstacle senior level women may face, that of isolation.

ISOLATION

The higher the level of responsibility for women, the more prevalent the reality of isolation. "Presumably the higher a woman climbs, the lonelier she gets, because there is less support available from either women or men."52 "Women can't
take for granted with whom they can associate, as they perceive the political consequences that may devolve from even the most casual or informal contact." Credibility and acceptance have long been achieved by blending in, however this method has gone to the extremes and ultimately never ends in a total acceptance by the dominants.

"For instance, women who appear to have been co-opted into male-dominated organizational strata are often painfully cognizant of the contradictions in which they are involved. On the one hand, they are frequently aware of the structural impediments to their full integration and yet the only way they can function is to ignore the knowledge. Women are thus often simultaneously 'immersed in and estranged from' their occupations." 

Even if the senior level female officer is not the only woman in an organization she is still a minority. And her token status may be even more prevalent. Singularity does not always have its rewards. "What are the implications for women's lives when they begin to enter the male culture of the organization in other than stereotypical female roles...?...findings suggest that such women have a strong and urgent need to know about each other's experiences...." Another concern voiced by senior level women from various organizations was the lack of an informal information network. This leads to an area in which the army could be substantially improved, its mentoring program.
Even though mentoring is known to be important in the development of successful senior leaders and "the benefits of having a mentor are legion," it is not an area that as yet is emphasized in the Army. There are of course army publications on the subject but it is not taught or addressed with any serious intent. This is not as consequential for males who are 'adopted' by an established network, but junior females are at a disadvantage in not knowing what to pursue.

Mentors can provide a myriad of substantial benefits to the protégé as well as substantially assisting the organization in producing well-prepared leaders for tomorrow. Mentors typically provide sponsorship, feedback, expertise, encouragement and professional career advice. "Countless ... studies have also confirmed that women with mentors enjoy greater job success and satisfaction than those who do not have one."  

The obstacles appear for women in the attaining and sustaining of a mentor for various reasons. Most notably is that men who hold most of the senior positions, tend to choose someone "who reminds them of their sons or themselves when they were younger." "Suitable mentors generally have been thought to be of the same sex as their proteges, so men have the advantage of the same sex role model and the benefit of access to the male-dominant culture." This leads to a subsequent, intangible barrier for women in acquiring a mentor, in that men feel
uncomfortable beside them. The "frequent interaction and intimacy in communication commonly associated in mentoring relationships may also deter cross-gender mentoring due to peer pressure and other organizational factors." And further, "the different interests of men and women, the jealousy of spouses or significant others, may interfere with the mentoring relationship."

Even though "mentors play an important development role for individuals...even if they (women) recognize the importance of having a mentor, they may lack the skills necessary or see greater barriers to gaining one." Further, "many women don't actively seek mentors. Instead, they wait to be chosen. Or, they often fall into mentoring relationships without fully understanding the concept and are not comfortable being coached." It is not something one intuitively knows and there is not enough attention paid to this important aspect of growing senior officers.

While it is presumed that with more women assuming senior ranks this will correct the deficiency. Among females the obstacles previously addressed in this paper may prevent women from mentoring. Studies have revealed that both junior men and women prefer men as mentors because most women are not viewed as being in a position of true power based on ability nor are they formally 'connected'. And, in some instances, "it is a lack of time—rather than a lack of interest—that prevents them from
mentoring other women. This is especially true of the small number of high visible women who have made it to the top and whose schedules are stretched to the limit.\textsuperscript{66} This also is a consequence of singularity. In the area of women mentoring women, experts on the subject say,

Entrenched institutional attitudes make it difficult for junior and senior women to form the kind of supportive relationships that may help many men navigate their careers. 'There’s still this attitude that if there’s two women talking together in a room they must be plotting a revolution'... The institutional barriers against female bonding are formidable.\textsuperscript{67}

The aspect of mentoring and women is of considerable concern. It not only affects the work environment but the relationships cultivated during non-duty hours may escape some women because of obligations at home.

HOME ISSUES

Women, as they rise in the organization structure, face another obstacle that is not traditionally felt by most men. The majority of occupations are established to "suit a traditional male lifestyle, with a wife at home and thus with no extra responsibilities out side of work."\textsuperscript{68} "Regardless of her occupation, the woman still performs most household activities in dual-career families. Thus, having a family typically imposes a greater constraint on women’s careers than it does on men’s."\textsuperscript{69} Additionally, there may be the added burden of performing "role management" on and off the job. This may be one aspect that adds
additional stress and causes women to exit the service before they reach higher level positions.

Time may also be constrained outside work hours, making it difficult to maintain informal contacts and networks. These activities which strengthen collegial ties may be beyond the tokens’ reach. In the October briefing presented by the DCSPER, the statistics show that ninety percent of army male officers in the rank of Lieutenant Colonel to General have children. Women officers in the same ranks may not, and of the total of twenty-one Army female officers, who have made general officer level, none has ever had a child. It appears the obtaining of senior level careers of women, along with having children, has not happened in the army.

On the other side, female single officers are confronted with a mix of different home issues. They may be the caretakers of elderly parents, or as sole individuals, there may be no immediate support group to share the burden of daily demands and chores. Deployments then become complicated as most senior officers have established households and belongings, the single female must find someone to “tend the store” while they are gone. That may become increasing more stressful as the number of deployments expands.
CONCLUSION

It is clear from the research that there are definite obstacles that confront army women on their path to senior level positions. The culture of the army and especially the issue of gender stereotyping appear to play the most significant role. The overwhelming preponderance of research for this project showed, "consistent with predictions based on skewed sex ratios, women at the highest executive levels reported more obstacles due to lack of personal support and less culture fit than did lower level executive women." \(^{71}\)

Tokens face a set of work conditions that differ from those of their numerically dominant colleagues and are particularly negative when the tokens are women in a male-dominated work setting and occupation. Although token or dominant status alone does not determine how one interacts with others, it does have an important influence on interactions between women and men in management ranks and in other types of groups. \(^{72}\)

Findings from a study conducted by Lyness and Thompson revealed that women are possibly "confronted with a second, more subtle glass ceiling once they reach senior-level management position." \(^{73}\) The numbers of senior level women leaving the service may indeed be due to "burn-out" from experiencing more or repeated obstacles as they advance without a support apparatus or a negative view that the obstacles will never abate.

However the good news is "male attitudes toward women workers are affected by personal experience with women on the job...men who have interacted with women peers longer are less likely to
characterize them according to gender stereotype." \(^74\) Other studies have shown that:

Differences are most likely to appear in newly formed groups in which members have little information about each other's competence. Sex differences in task versus social roles played in newly formed groups seem to result from group members' belief in gender stereotype, particularly that males are more competent at tasks than females. However, when the group has some history and members have gained information about each other's competence, sex differences in interaction style tend to disappear. \(^75\)

The likelihood of combat arms officers having some direct constant working relationship with females is slight, yet these are the individuals with the key leadership positions in the army that set the culture. It is not a women's issue, it is an army issue since valuable, trained, and highly experienced female personnel are leaving the service just when their contributions in senior levels could impact the organization. "When culture becomes dysfunctional, leadership is needed to help the group unlearn some of its cultural assumptions and learn new assumptions." \(^76\) What then is the recommendation?

**RECOMMENDATION**

Tokenism, according to Kanter, cannot affect the majority decision process until the ratio reaches at least 65:35 and to achieve true balance the ratio of 60:40. \(^77\) Since this will most likely never be a reality in the Army, nor is this author's intention to advocate those percentages, it does however beg the question then what should be done about the current situation.
The army is increasingly dependent on women to perform its mission, however among dominants the contribution of women is not valued. Rather it is still viewed as a temporary fix that would be rectified if the right number of men could be obtained. Women in senior leadership roles should "not be perceived as a 'diversity' hire, but as an asset to the corporation."  

"...Increasing the number of women in positions of power and responsibility without a commensurate increase in the perception of their suitability for these positions is unlikely to effect much social change."

On the part of the senior military establishment a number of steps should be taken. First, "one of the best mechanisms that leaders have available for communicating what they believe in or care about is what they systematically pay attention to."
The senior leadership should emphatically state that women's contribution is a valued commodity and that the women in the army are essential to the mission. The dominants must have an accurate understanding that it is not possible to accomplish the army's mission without them and that they are integral to the current functioning of the organization. Second, the reality of tokenism and gender stereotyping should be understood and addressed. Knowledge is the best defenses against ignorance and disparagement. It often is enlightening just to realize why one may subconsciously act in a particular manner. If they choose to continue, ignorance is no longer a valid excuse. "When gender.
stereotyping enters into a work relationship, the male’s perception of the female is influenced more by the feminine stereotype than by her actual traits and behaviors..."\(^{81}\) Curtailing gender stereotyping is not beyond the leaderships’ control. Although organizations cannot ban gender stereotyping from the workplace, they have too much to lose from its negative effects to ignore the issue altogether.

Third, gender stereotyping diminishes over time when individuals gain experience “working with opposite-sex peers and also when they work with greater numbers of opposite-sex peers at a given time.”\(^{82}\) Male officers who are not in a position to work routinely with women should take advantage of the opportunity to do so when it is afforded on various military exercises and exchanges, and be positively encouraged in the endeavor by their senior leaders.

In a recent study of managerial men in corporate America, for example, male managers who had worked with women as peers were less likely to stereotype women as unfit for managerial roles than were those who had only worked with women as subordinates. In other words, familiarity appears to breed less contempt.\(^{83}\)

Fourth, women need to understand the concept of tokenism as well as men, to be able to deal with the circumstances by possessing the right attitude. They may not like what is happening but they will be better equipped to confront the challenge with a positive perspective. “Even managers who said they had encountered obstacles refused to be sidetracked—either by ignoring these obstacles or by finding ways to get around
them. In fact, many of the managers we interviewed felt that what often separates 'victims' from those who refuse to be waylaid is attitude."84

Fifth, it behooves the senior army leadership to address these issues with the junior women who are entering the service. Forewarned is forearmed. The young women entering the army may find the obstacles too much too soon and good talent could be leaving the army before being given a chance. The young female officer should also be honestly told what they might encounter as they progress in rank and their numbers decrease. This will better equip them to decide whether to remain in the army or make an early career change.

Sixth, the aspect of mentoring for women must be addressed early in a woman's career. "Mentoring can benefit all parties involved, including the organization."85 Assigning mentors is not necessarily the answer. "Those ordered to mentor may lack the time, inclination, interpersonal skills, or particular knowledge their assigned protégé may require."86 Instead, women should be encouraged to seek a number of mentors to acquire a wide range of information and assistance. They must learn that they need to take control of the situation and be proactive. If they wait to be chosen, they may lose out. And, senior male officers should be encouraged to mentor females. There are perceived problems to cross-gender mentoring. Male officers express concern over the possible impact it could have on their
careers. They prefer avoidance rather than to entertain any potential gender issues associated with mentoring the opposite sex. However, creative ways can be conceived, such as counseling via the Internet, to transcend most difficulties.

While there are other obstacles not mentioned in this paper, the ones chosen are the most prevalent to senior level women in the Army. These are not however, insurmountable. As in other problematic areas, leadership is key, along with an honest desire by the dominants in this instance, to see the circumstances change. It not only may increase the likelihood of more women remaining longer but also will ultimately benefit the army as a whole. 
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